
We are looking for a Head Chef.
Are you the one?

Get to know the islands on beautiful Helgeland this summer



Ylvingen Himmelblå Brygge is an unusually idyllic place on the island of Ylvingen on the Helgeland coast, on the 
edge of the sea and with an enchanting view. From early June to mid-August we serve food and drinks. We are 
therefore looking for a hard working, motivated and skillful chef who wants to combine an exciting summer 
experience on a small island in the middle of the sea with work experience where you can really define and make 
your signature on the kitchen and your own resume.

Himmelblå Brygge and SeilNorge The buildings where we operate are known to many as the scenes of NRK's 
roaring success and TV series Himmelblå. Since 2018, we have run a summer open restaurant and café in these 

pleasant but simple premises. We also run kayak rentals, guest harbour and guiding. In addition, our sister company 
SeilNorge has a presence on the island, where they stop at Himmelblå Brygge on several of their sailing trips and 

create a lot of good vibes.

Opportunities We have big plans for further development of Himmelblå Brygge, with accommodation, a new 
restaurant, a new kitchen, several activities and a well-being area. There will be opportunities for the person who 

ends up doing a good job this summer, for more projects and lots of fun, with regards to food and tourism at 
Himmelblå Brygge and in SeilNorge. The SeilNorge tours stretch from Ylvingen in the south to Svalbard in the north 

and Greenland in the west, while the presence on the Helgeland coast is increasing with the development on 
Himmelblå Brygge.

Living Relevant candidates must be prepared to live at Ylvingen during their stay. Himmelblå Brygge will provide 
simple accommodation. There will also be an opportunity to bring your loved ones or friends during the stay, who are 

also welcome to contribute in projects.

Motivation The position will require a high focus on the job and there will be some work beyond normal working 
hours. The relevant candidate needs to set an example and be available when needed. Close dialogue and 

collaboration with the manager and other personnel is an important part of everyday life.

Duration The working period will be mid-June to mid-August.



Responsibilities

➔ Ensure high quality of food and 
develop the menu (in collaboration 
with the manager)

➔ Internal control
➔ Personnel responsibility in the 

kitchen
➔ Goods receipts and contact with 

suppliers
➔ Staff food
➔ Opening and closing routines 

restaurant
➔ Keep the desired cost of goods
➔ Work in service

Desired qualifications

➔ Hard working
➔ Solution oriented
➔ Responsible
➔ Professional chef (not a 

requirement, but experience and 
interest in cooking is required)

➔ Internal Control food routines
➔ Service minded
➔ Orderly, efficient and structured
➔ Committed and with a positive 

mood
➔ Product order experience

What we can offer

➔ Salary by agreement
➔ Work experience
➔ Good career possibilities for the right 

person
➔ Network in SeilNorge/Himmelblå
➔ Accommodation
➔ Board
➔ Use of our kayaks
➔ Last, but not least:

◆ Memories for life!
◆ Northern Norwegian 

experiences
◆ Lots of fun!
◆ New friends and acquaintances

Does this sound like something to you? If so we recommend that you write an application to us and 
attach a resume. Application deadline March 31, 2020

If you have questions about the position please contact Espen, who is the manager at Himmelblå Brygge.
Phone number 41 10 45 88 and email post@himmelblaabrygge.no

mailto:post@himmelblaabrygge.no

